Abstract. The given paper is devoted to the application of the original approach of Light Meshes to the recursiveraytracing algorithm. It is a sort of a simulation of a solution for the global illumination problem. It consumes not so much extra computational time and, nevertheless, allows: a to speedup a process of shadow calculations, b to build soft shadows, c to simulate main eŞects of diŞuse interreŞections, d to omit the ambient term. In order to obtain the goals listed abovewe introduce the notion of space light meshes. A light mesh is a pointset mesh points in 3D space of a scene. Ateachmesh pointwecompute illuminance, whichc haracterizes some kind of "lightŞeldin tensity" in the scene. Then important part of resulting illumination of a scene object point object point is obtained via interpolation of stored values of nearby mesh points. Our experiments show that the suggested approach reduces computational time with respect to ray tracing algorithm if a scene contains a lot of light sources andŠor an image has a large resolution.
Introduction
In the given work we consider the problem of photorealistic images synthesis of 3D scenes using a light-backwards recursiveraytracing algorithm e.g. ţ1ţ in the following context. Scenes are characterized as follows.
ť Without participating media. ť Contain anynumber of point light sources. ť Consist of opaque one-sided surfaces. Each surface has diŞuse emissive, diffuse and specular reŞectance properties. We assume a quite simple model, i.e. each object point y is assigned: the diŞuse reŞection coeŞcient k d y the specular reŞection coeŞcient k s y the diŞuse emission Emissy. ť A position of a camera and a Şnal image resolution are given too. Here we suggest an approach that should improveknown drawbacks of ray tracing:
ť Absence of soft shadows. ť Necessity to assign some value as the ambient term while calculations of an object point illumination.
ť Poor accuracy of a diŞuse interreŞection calculation, even an absence of color bleeding e.g. see ţ2ţ about the scene "ConstructiveWood".
It is known that all these drawbacks are solved at least theoretically by heavy global illumination techniques. Since the ray tracing method is still the most popular and widespread used, we developed the modiŞcation of it in order to give a certain solution to posed problems.
Scalar Light Field
The irradiance in a scene is a function of Şvev ariables, three for the position and two for the direction. In the Stanford project "Light Field Rendering" light Şeld is represented as 4D functions. In order to improve the accuracy of a diŞuse interreŞection calculation Ward and Heckbert ţ3ţ introduced the notion of the irradiance gradients which is direction-dependent. They keep twovectors and a diŞuse irradiance value for points on scene surfaces. In our approachwedecided to reduce the amountofinformation up to a single value in each space point. Let's assume that light induces intensityineachpoint of a space of a scene similar to electrical or pressure potential Şelds. We suggest considering \a light scalar Şeld" whichischaracterized by a single value of lightŞeldintensity Ix,x2R 3 . This value does not depend on directions. Probably by comparing of values in two close points we can obtain directional information. Basing on ideas of the bidirectional Monte Carlo ray tracing algorithm, especially on illumination maps ţ4ţ, photon maps ţ5ţ that are fulŞlled in 2 steps: forward rays photons are cast from light sources and stored in a certain structure in a scene surfaces backward path tracing from a camera to gather incoming intensities. As a rule a proper data structures are created taking into account a consideration of scene geometry.In our case we decide to accumulate lightenergyinevery point of scene space. We do 2 steps too but while Şrst step we issue backward rays from the space point to the pointlightsources in order to accumulate the direct illumination. In the paper ţ6ţ a scene space is divided into small volumes. Photons are traced from light sources and stored into volumes together with information on directions. Stored information is used while backward phase. In a paper ţ7ţ authors suggest to compute irradiance in space points with directional information also. In our algorithm we save computer memory because we do not keep information on directions at all, nevertheless we obtain quite realistic simulation of scene images.
Direct Light Field
Let's deŞne the scalar Şeld DirectLightx that accounts for direct illumination of arbitrary point x 2 R 3 :
where:
Nl is a number of point light sources V i x is the visibility.Ittakes 1, if ith point light source sees point x, otherwise 0. E i is the intensity color of ith point light source r i x is the distance from the pointtoith point light source ' 1 t in the given work has the classical view Const + t. Thus we accumulate direct illumination that reaches the point x from all directions. Then a direct illumination of an object point y ťapointofascene surface S ť is deŞned via formula:
where: n y is the normal vector in y, lp i is the position of ith light source, ' 2 n v= ය 0 if cos 6 n v š 0 cos 6 n v otherwise
DirectLightx dV 3 D y ş R 3 is a certain neighborhood of the point y, an interpolation set.
Really the shape of the neighborhood should be selected accordingly to the reŞectance properties at the point y and geometric properties of a surface. But in the limits of the given work we do not consider it. D is the measure volume of the set D. In other words we simply integrate and average out intensities of all points belonging to selected neighborhood.
Indirect Light Field
The diŞuse illumination of a space point x 2 R 3 is deŞned as:
where: Lx ! is the incoming indirect radiance to the point x in the direction ! from an object point y. Lx !=Ĩyifyexists on a ray otherwise 0. Ş is the unit sphere of directions. Instead of integration we calculate a sum using a Şxed number of samples in a uniformly weighted, stratiŞed Monte Carlo sampling analogously to ţ3ţ. As a rule a scene space point does not belong to a scene surface so weintegrate along a whole sphere of directions. If a ray hits a certain scene surface in the point y then the incoming diŞuse intensity is calculated using formula:
IndirectLightx' 5 x y dV 5
' 5 x y = 1 in the given work. Obviously that continuous functions DirectLightx and IndirectLightx are representedassamplesgiven in Şnite point sets. The corresponding point sets DLM and ILM we call light meshes although they may be arbitrary point sets without any regular structure. In a work ţ3ţ the meshless caching scheme was used when points are selected from consideration of geometric properties ť the location of the computed indirect irradiance values is determined bytheproximity and curvature of the surfaces, and does not fall on a regular grid. In the presented work we use almost a similar fashion but essentially we select the light mesh arbitrary,i.e.without geometric considerations. We wish the light mesh lives, i.e. senses scene geometry and adapts itself to it. It is our main goal for future, and in the given paper we will try to show the feasibility of the approach that it allows reaching goals declared in the beginning of the paper. Remark 2.Lightmeshes DLM and ILM may diŞer as a set of points. Remark 3. In the tests given in the paper we used regular point sets. Remark 4. It should be stressed that here we describe rather the simulation of illumination but the approximation of the global illumination solution. Although our approachwas found during the study of global illumination its main formulations were derived basing on intuition and experiments too. 1.6 Recursive Gathering of Intensity
In Fig. 1 we show a standard path which used in a backward recursive ray tracing algorithm: the initial rayR1,the reŞected ray R2 in the point P, the next reŞected rayR3inthepointQ.Although light meshes DLM and ILM are quite dense in the space, only a few of their points are used for calculations ť those points that belong to neighborhoods D P and D Q .W ehavethe following algorithm that is similar to one described in ţ1ţ. 2. Analogously to ţ1ţ we build the path from a camera: camera ! P ! Q ...
Gather light energy from the end of the path.
4. AtthepointPwehaveintensity IQ incoming along the rayR2. 5. DeŞne the set DLMP ťpoints of DLM belonging to D P . 6 . Calculate values for all points of DLMP with the unknown value using formula 1.
7. Calculate the direct illumination of P using formulas 3 and 2. 8. DeŞne the set ILMP ťpoints of ILM belonging to D P .
9
. Calculate values for all points of ILMP with the unknown value using formulas 4 and 5. 10. Calculate the full local intensityofP using formula 6.
11. Calculate the intensity outcoming from P to a camera using the expression:
I out P =IQ+k s PIQ 8 12.
Repeat the procedure for all pixels of the image.
The AmbientT erm
A user assigns the ambient term arbitrary and it is an artiŞcial trick. The original method ţ8ţ allows deŞning it via the radiosity algorithm that estimates the diŞuse interreŞections between scene faces. Our light meshes carry out the similar work. Thus the formulas of the light meshes algorithm havenoambient terms.
Interpolation
During experiments with diŞerentinterpolation schemes we selected twoofthem: Nearest and Spherical whichgives acceptable images. The former scheme means that discrete neighborhoods DLMP and ILMP of the object point P include a single nearest mesh point. The left image in Fig. 2 illustrates this interpolation mode. Obviously that it gives images of bad qualitybutrenders scenes very quickly because the only \layer" of mesh points nearby scene surfaces is computed. One can see the light meshes clear. Spherical interpolation. The neighborhood D P of the object point P is a full sphere of the deŞnite radius. The right image in Fig. 2 is obtained using spherical interpolation over the same coarse meshes as the left image. The images in Fig. 3 illustrates that the method works quite well if a scene contains: specular surfaces left image, diŞuse surfaces right image. It is known that soft shadows increase realism of synthesized images. Ray tracing is the method working with scenes illuminated by point light sources, and thus from the theoretical point of view it can produce only sharp shadows. Many specialists tried to enhance realism bydeveloping techniques for simulations of soft shadows, it could be found in the Internet discussion. Main eŞorts concern two goals: a to reduce a computational cost of shadows ţ9ţ, b to simulate soft shadows from point light sources. As one can see from formulas abovewenever use shadowrays from object points. It is implicitly done while calculating values of light meshes and does not depend on the depth of the recursion but on the number of actually used mesh points. The cost of ray tracing depends on the number of light sources and consequently on the number of shadow rays. For example using of photon maps reduces this cost ţ10ţ but nevertheless shadow tests are done. In the paper ţ11ţ an inexpensive algorithm for soft shadows was introduced. It supposed the simulation of point light sources by spherical bulbs. Note that it works improper if an object casting shadows is too small. In order to create the eŞect of a soft shadowwecalculate illuminations in DLM mesh points and then interpolate the values of nearby mesh points onto rendered surfaces of a scene. And it works! The soft shadows obtained looks quite realistic, namely: a shadow diŞuses not only outside of the theoretical contour of a sharp shadowbutinside it too, as well. Thus one could see the eŞect of an enlarged area of a point light source. It is important that the presented algorithm provides plausible results when too small scene objects leaves practically do not cast noticeable shadows, see example in Fig. 4 . By the proper control of the shape and size of the interpolation neighborhood Dy and the density of light meshes a user can vary shadows from soft to sharp. A generation of soft shadows does not make the tracer slower, it allows computing faster. The diŞerence becomes noticeable while increasing a number of light sources andŠor scene objects and image resolution. Let's consider an example of a simple scene, consisting of 23542 triangles and 100 light sources. Aconventional tracer calculates an image of 600ථ600 pixels for 277 seconds. A lightmeshtracer takes 40 seconds. Experiments with scenes consisting of 100 light sources and 20000ť50000 triangles show that a light mesh tracer is from 6 to 10 times faster than a conventional tracer. 4 
Conclusion
We hope that we has shown the feasibility of the light meshes approach, and that the technique of light meshes extends the available arsenal of techniques enhancing the ray tracing algorithm. The indirect light mesh provides color interaction only between those surfaces that \see" each other. So the ray tracing problem of diŞuse color interreŞections is not solved yet by our algorithm, for example the mentioned scene \Constructivewood"isrendered wrong. Probably the reason of this relict drawback results from the independence of the direct and indirect meshes. We are going to continue investigations of this question. The second direction of our interests is an adaptive meshing and interactive control. The usage of light meshes allows step-by-step improvements of the image similar to the progressive radiosity algorithm ţ2ţ. After adding of new points to a mesh the values assigned to existing mesh points are not recalculated. As the adaptation of a mesh we mean the process of increasing its density in certain regions of a scene. For example, if the interpolation sphere contains the neighboring points that diŞer in values more than some threshold then new points are added to the mesh. A user can control the process of image reŞnementinteractively. Beginning from the coarse mesh and the \nearest" mode of interpolation he could: a switchtheinterpolation mode b change the radius of an interpolation sphere c use more dense meshes in the next step d select regions of a scene where the meshes must be more dense etc. And the Şnal remark concerns possibilities to a speciŞc parallelization of the presented algorithm. Calculations of all unknown values steps 6 and 9 of the algorithm can be done in parallel. Obviously we do not consider all questions concerning suggested space light meshes, we left beyond the paper such problems as Şghting with artifacts on images, adaptive interpolation schemes, mathematics of light meshes.
